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properties than PMMA.

Abstract: Hydroxyapatite the one of the most used as

The substitution is one of the most to improvement the

biomaterial because of it has excellent osteoconductive,
bioactive properties and non-toxic. The HA bone cement is a

HA

properties

(Nabiyouni,

Ren,

substance or component used to healing or repairing broken

2015)(Ratnayake, Mucalo, & Dias, 2017). So, in this study,

bones. Boron is the element that plays the role of the bone

has focus on the development of HA bone cement by

metabolism and calcium balance. So, this we study a

substitution Boron into HA structure via wet chemical

synthesizing boron substitution into hydroxyapatite structure

process, is called “Borohydroxyapatite: BHA” because

bone cement by the wet chemical method, is called BHA. 10 and

boron very importance to increase the bone metabolism

20 mol.% of Boron was substituted into HA structure. There was

process and prevent the osteoporosis (Larsson & Fazzalari,

poor crystallinity when boron was added into the HA structure.

2014)

Substitution of boron in HA structure had the effect of unit cell

II.

volume of HA because the atomic radius of boron smaller than

A. Synthesis and characterization

4+

phosphorus. Also, the boron substitution are occurred at PO3

&

Bhaduri,

METHODS

The synthesis atmosphere had a controlled temperature

in HA structure.

of 30°C for synthesis of the pure HA, as well as HA
substituted with boron (BHA) with 10 and 20 mol.% of B3+

Keywords: Hydroxyapatite, Hydroxyapatite substitution,
Boron hydroxyapatite, Boron.

ion by the aqueous precipitation method. In addition, all

I.

final products maintained the experimental ratio of Ca/P or

BACKGROUND/ OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
Bioceramics are based on calcium phosphate compounds.

Ca/(P+B) of 1.67.

Hydroxyapatite (HA) the most of bioceramics which

HA was prepared by dissolving Ca(OH)2 in DI-water to

widely used as excellent osteoconductive and bioactive

0.5 M, (solution 1) was stirred for overnight, followed by

properties that result in no rejection from the human body.

dissolving H3PO4 in DI-water to 0.3 M (solution 2) was

One of the most of their medical application is bone cement

stirred for 2 hrs at room temperature. Solution 2 was added

which is a substance or component used to heal or repair

to solution 1 and the pH was maintained at 11 using

broken bone for reduced the time and minimally invasive

ammonia solution (NH3 solution) during the reaction. After

surgery(Ginebra, 2009). There are two types of materials

mixing, the precipitate was aged at room temperature

that using as bone cement such as Polymethyl methacrylate

overnight. The HA precipitate was dried at 100°C for 24

(PMMA) (Arora, 2013)(Magnan et al., 2013)and calcium

hrs(Jamarun, Elfina, Arief, Djamaan, & Mufitra, 2016).

phosphate bone cement(Ambard & Mueninghoff, 2006)(Xu

BHA synthesis is similar to the precipitation process of HA.

et al., 2017). However, PMMA has high temperature during

A solution of B3+ was added to the HA precipitate and

setting(Sun, Kwok, & Nguyen, 2006), these is cause to

stirred at 30°C overnight and dried at 100°C for 24 hrs

damage a surrounding tissue, therefore, calcium phosphate

The crystalline structure of HA and BHA were also

have using as bone cement but it have poor the mechanical

characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) using Philips:
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X’pert diffractometer, the powders were analyzed with
found to be comparable to calcium hydroxyapatite
Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 nm) produced at 40 kV. The

(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) JCPDS file no. 74-0565. The XRD

XRD results were compared to XRD pattern standard

pattern of HA samples had an XRD pattern similar to that

number 74-0565 (Joint Committee Powder Diffraction

of synthetic HA in accordance with JCPDS No. 74-0565, as

Standard: JCPDS). The lattice parameters of hydroxyapatite

following in fig. 1. Also, the XRD patterns of 10BHA and

a- and c-axis (Å) for hexagonal structure were calculated

20BHA have the same trend with HA that an XRD pattern

from peak (0 0 2) and (2 2 2), respectively by using

similar to that of synthetic HA in accordance with JCPDS

equation 2.1 using equation 1(Cullity, 1978)

No. 74-0565, as showed in fig. 2. However, all XRD

1
𝑑2

=

4
3

∙

ℎ 2 +ℎ ∙ 𝑘+ 𝑘 2
𝑎2

+

patterns were found the low crystallinity degree was due to

𝑙2

(1)

𝑐2

its just dried at 100C for overnight only.

Where d is distance (Å) between adjacent planes in the set
of Miller indices (h k l).
The hexagonal unit cell values are calculated using
equation (2) (David, 2005);
𝑉 = 𝑎2 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ sin 60°

(2)

The percentage of cystallinity (𝑋𝑐 ) for all samples were
determined using the equation 3;

𝑋𝑐 =

𝐼300 − 𝑉 112

300

𝐼300

∙ 100

(3)

where I300is intensity of (3 0 0) diffraction peak and

Fig. 1: XRD pattern of HA

V112/300is the intensity of the trough between (112) and
(300)

reflections,

which

completely

disappears

in

noncrystalline samples. (Landi et al, 2000).
B. Functional group
To study the functional group of contained materials, the
middle infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) that the spectra was
recorded in rang using 4000 – 400 cm-1 in Attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) mode.
III.

RESULTS

A. Phase analysis
HA, 10BHA and 20BHA were synthesized by a wet
chemical

process and

the

phase composition

was

determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Data was

Fig. 2: XRD patterns of 10BHA and 20BHA

identified with reference to Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) files. The samples were
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Table 1 shows that both of unit cell volume and %
the peak of BO3. The peak at 775 and 1220 cm-1presented
crystallinityof HA are decreased with the addition of B 3+in

the signal of BO3(Ternane et al., 2002).

3+

the HA structure, due to the ionic radius of the B (90 pm)
being smaller in size than P3+ (110pm)(Cox, 1951).
Table 1:Crystallinity (%Xc), unit cell volume and lattice
parameter (a and c) of HA and 10BHA and 20BHA
Samples

Unit cell

%Crystalline

volume
HA

527.22

60.91

10BHA

526.48

56.57

20BHA

519.26

55.42

B. Function group analysis
Fig. 4: IR spectra of 10BHA and 20BHA were synthesis by wet

The IR spectra of the HA samples as showed in fig. 3. It

chemical method

was found that the peak at 2864 cm1– to 3697 cm-1 and
at1642cm-1assigned to OH- group and peak at 1423 cm-1is

From the IR results found that HA was synthesis by wet

assigned to CO stretching ofCO32-and at 970cm-1 to 1030

chemical method at the room temperature without control

cm-1and at450 cm-1–610cm-1 of the peak assigned to P-O

atmosphere, it can be contaminated by CO3,(A. Anwar et

bend ของPO43-

al.

2016)

so

the

chemical

formula

as

Ca10(PO4)6-x-y(CO3)x(BO3)y(OH)2.
IV.
It

can

be

CONCLUSION

synthesized

hydroxyapatite

and

boro

hydroxayapatite via the co-precipitate method. However,
the atmosphere has affect to the carbonated contamination
of HA structure. The crystalline of HA decreased when B3+
increased.
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